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Still Waters 

by Mo Holkar 

Introduction 

Still Waters is a larp for either six or four people, designed to take place 

in a hot tub. It lasts about half an hour. Still Waters has no particular 

design purpose – it’s just the exploration of an idea about the 

narcissistic lives and disappointing deaths of people who consider 

themselves to be ‘great’. But perhaps participants might develop some 

thoughts about power and authority, self-worth, ‘greatness’, and that 

sort of thing, while taking part. 

What you’ll need 

• A hot tub big enough to comfortably hold six people (or four). 

• A printout of this document. We suggest laminating pages 8–11, 

so they can be kept handy for reference while in the hot tub. 

• A device to play the larp’s soundtrack, within earshot of the hot 

tub. 

It will also be nice to have these: 

• Three plastic crowns, and three plastic (or other waterproof) 

folding hand fans. (Or two of each of those, if you have four 

participants rather than six.) 

• Some seedless grapes are good to have. 

• Ditto some wine, or something else delicious to drink. 

Licence 

 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. This means that 

you can share it and adapt it as you wish, without charge and without 

needing to ask permission. But, you may not use it in commercial work; 

you must apply this same licence to anything that you create with it; 

and you must credit Mo Holkar as the author. 
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Getting started 

This document includes all the instructions for the larp, and the 

participants will read them out to each other during preparation. But 

even so, it’s best if at least one person has read this all the way 

through, in advance. 

You should complete all of the reading of instructions, etc, before 

getting into the hot tub. 

When you get to a piece of text in a box, read it out. If it’s more than 

one paragraph, then just read out the first paragraph, then pass it to 

the next person to read the next paragraph, and so on. 

Still Waters is a larp for six people, although it will also work with four. 

It takes place in a hot tub, and it lasts about half an hour. All 

participants are in the tub throughout. 

The participants should divide up into pairs. Each pair will be playing 

most intensely with each other, although there is interaction around the 

group as well. 

Spread the characters (at the end of this document) out for people to 

look at. There are three pages: one pair of characters to each page. 

Next, each pair of participants should choose which of the pairs of 

characters they will play. And then they should decide which member 

of the pair is going to start the larp in which of the two roles. (They will 

be switching roles repeatedly during the course of the larp.) 

(If you only have four participants rather than six, just ignore the pair 

of characters that didn’t get chosen.) 

There’s a short briefing for each character, so that participants can 

become reasonably familiar with the types of people who are being 

presented. But Still Waters is not intended to be accurate to history or 

to myth – participants are expected to invent material freely. 
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Paul Baudry – [The Revolutionary] 

The characters 

Read this out while people are looking at the characters: 
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Still Waters isn’t a historical larp. These characters were inspired by 

historical/mythical figures, but the detail of their lives is not what the 

larp is about. They’ve been chosen as symbols of different types of self-

appointed ‘greats’ – and so, using invention and exaggeration when we 

talk about their doings and thoughts is an important part of the larp. 

The details in the character briefings are just a skeleton, and we should 

make up our own material around them, with complete freedom. And 

likewise, if a subject comes up where we don’t know what our 

character’s opinion would have been, then we should just make it up. 

How it works 

Once people have chosen pairs of characters and decided who is 

playing which, read this next part: 

The characters of The King, The Philosopher, and The Revolutionary are 

called the ‘Lives’, and the characters of The Queen, The Student, and 

The Assassin are respectively their three ‘Deaths’. The Lives should each 

take and put on a crown; and the Deaths should each take a folding 

hand fan. 

The three Lives will each sit in the hot tub against one of its sides, so 

they face each other. The three Deaths will each inhabit a corner of the 

tub that’s adjacent to their own Life. 

During the larp, each pair of Life and Death can switch their roles 

whenever either of them wishes to. And they are encouraged to do so 

frequently – so that both of them get a good and varied experience of 

both roles. To indicate this, the Life takes off their crown and offers it to 

the Death, or the Death offers their fan to the Life. If they accept (which 

they should, unless there’s a particular reason for not doing so just at 

that moment), they exchange crown and fan, and switch places. (They 

should both stay in the hot tub, and just change positions – not get out 

and back in.) 

Each Death can also have access to a bunch of seedless grapes, perhaps 

on the side of the hot tub. If you want to add wine (or non-alcoholic 

equivalent), then that will work well too – but be careful with 

glassware. 
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Safety, consent, etc 

There isn’t anything specific prescribed for keeping Still Waters safe 

and enjoyable – you should use whatever techniques are appropriate 

for your group. We suggest Cut, Brake, and The Door is Open are good 

starting-points. You may also wish to have a conversation around 

consent regarding touch, etc. 

Soundtrack 

You’ll need two pieces of music each about 14 minutes long, and a 

sound effect of tolling bells. We like to use J S Bach’s ‘Concerto for Two 

Violins in D minor’, and Steve Reich’s ‘Proverb’. You can download a 

single file that contains both of these and the bells in the right places 

from here: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/v162h50c0mq7n84/Still_Waters_soundtrack

.mp3?dl=0 but please bear in mind that this is copyrighted material. 

Structure of play 

Read this out in full to each other now. There’s also a summary, on 

page 11, which can be laminated and kept by the hot tub for reference 

during play, if needed. 

Still Waters is divided into two Acts – Hubris and Nemesis. Each Act is 

soundtracked by a piece of music, about 15 minutes long. The end of 

Act 1 – Hubris is signalled by the music ending and a bell tolling five 

times. The end of Act 2 – Nemesis, which is also the end of the larp, is 

signalled in the same way. 

During Act 1 – Hubris, the Lives converse with each other. They discuss 

philosophy, history, politics, and other grand ideas. They admire each 

other, but each inwardly considers themself the foremost. They provide 

generous quantities of anecdote, preferably self-aggrandizing. They 

work their way up to greater and greater excesses of vanity and 

pomposity. 

All the while, their respective Deaths are tending them. The Lives pay 

little attention to their own Deaths (as though they were servants), and 

still less to each other’s. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/v162h50c0mq7n84/Still_Waters_soundtrack.mp3?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/v162h50c0mq7n84/Still_Waters_soundtrack.mp3?dl=0
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Tending Lives consists of feeding them with grapes and wine as 

required, gazing at them lovingly and admiringly, fanning them gently, 

and making supportive remarks into the conversation. These remarks 

can add new material that is flattering or to the credit of the Life; but 

the Death should not seek to take the conversational spotlight. The 

Death can speak as their character (the Life’s wife, mentee, or feigned 

supporter, as appropriate), or more abstractly – as they wish. 

The Death should not converse directly with the other Lives, or with the 

other Deaths – although they are aware of their presence, and can 

interact with them otherwise normally. The three Deaths can also help 

each other in small and inconspicuous ways – they recognize that they 

are on the same ‘team’. 

Then, Act 2 – Nemesis is about the consequences of the Lives’ actions 

and attitudes catching up with them. As the Act starts, the Deaths fold 

up their fans, which become (symbolically) knives. 

During the Act, the Deaths each make steady inroads on the capability 

and viability of their respective Lives – using their knives to damage, 

paralyse, or sever parts of their bodies. Meanwhile, the Lives relate and 

discuss setbacks and hindrances – the things that bite at the heels of 

people of greatness. Ordinary folk don’t understand your genius – they 

criticize - they don’t realize that great folk are not like others – and so 

on. The Lives can show pain and unhappiness as they are disabled and 

maimed, but should act as if it was accidental, not inflicted – they are 

still unaware of the Deaths other than as ignored supporters. 

The Deaths can talk, as well as wielding their knives – reinforcing the 

Lives’ woes by reminding them of things that they were criticized for, 

hardships that they had to (unfairly, of course) suffer, etc, always still 

in a flattering tone and not taking the spotlight. As before, they 

acknowledge the other Lives and Deaths, but do not interact 

meaningfully with them. 

Also as before, the pairs should switch places freely and frequently, by 

tapping in and out. The Lives continue to carry the injuries that they 

have sustained – so that if a Life has their left hand severed while 

being played by one of the participants, then after switching to the 

other participant, they still should have the same injury. 
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The Act, and Still Waters as a whole, ends as the music climaxes. The 

bell tolls five times again; and as it does so, each Death uses the knife 

to kill their Life, in whatever way seems appropriate. 

After having read that and talked through any questions, everyone 

should now get into the hot tub, if they haven’t already. Make sure the 

laminated pages are within handy reach. You are ready to start the 

soundtrack, and to start play. 
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Manuel Domínguez Sánchez – [The Philosopher] 



 

 

The King – the figure of Action 

You are the king of an ancient realm. When your brother’s wife was 

stolen by the prince of a neighbouring country, you led an 

(eventually) successful military expedition to retrieve her. 

To bring suitable winds for the voyage, you sacrificed one of your 

daughters to the gods, tricking her by saying that she was to marry a 

noble warrior. It worked; but your wife was not happy about it. 

As well as being one of the foremost warriors – slaying hundreds of 

foemen, without the need for divine help, unlike some other so-called 

heroes – you were a stern and dictatorial commander, frustrated by 

the disputes that your warriors and heroes created amongst 

themselves. But you knew that, to win the war, you had to all pull 

together: and essentially the others had to be prepared to follow your 

orders. 

After the conclusion of the war, you returned home to find that your 

wife had prepared a nice hot bath for you. Unfortunately, as soon as 

you’d got in, she murdered you. 

The Queen – the figure of Revenge 

You are the queen of an ancient realm. You married your husband 

while he was a mere exile at your father’s court. You went to his land 

when he gained his throne, and together had a son and three 

daughters. 

When The King sailed to regain his brother’s wife, he tricked your 

middle daughter into being sacrificed to the gods for the sake of 

favourable winds. 

That was bad enough, and prompted you to take a lover, who 

happened to be an enemy of your husband. And when The King 

returned from the war with a new mistress, you decided to kill him. 

You enticed him into a nice hot bath, enmeshed him in a fishing net, 

and hit him repeatedly with an axe until he was dead. 



 

 

The Philosopher – the figure of Contemplation 

You are a man of many talents, born on the edge of a great empire 

and making a splash in its capital. You worked as a magistrate, and 

as a politician, as well as writing a series of acclaimed plays mostly 

on tragic stories drawn from legend. Your theme was that passion is 

usually the cause of downfall. 

Most importantly, though, you were a noted philosopher, specializing 

in ethics: prescribing moderation, contemplation, and calm, as the 

remedies for passions and excess. Life contains adversity, and one 

must face and deal with it rationally. 

You were appointed as tutor and mentor of the young man who was 

to be the next emperor: he was a good student at first, but sadly your 

advice to avoid giving in to his passions was not heeded. 

As you got older, you attempted to retire. But the now-emperor 

instead required you to kill yourself, by opening your wrist veins in a 

hot bath. 

The Student – the figure of Passion 

Born into a great noble family, you came unexpectedly to prominence 

when the then emperor married your mother and adopted you as his 

successor. A wise Philosopher was appointed to guide you to become 

a good ruler. But as you got older, you became interested in a range 

of artistic pursuits, and in self-indulgence in general. 

The Philosopher disapproved of your need for expression, and sought 

to teach you to restrain your passions. Eventually you had had 

enough of him, and you ordered him to kill himself. Which he did; 

saving you from having to execute him. 

You then went on to be remembered as one of the worst emperors 

ever: which might not have happened had The Philosopher not been 

so censorious about your behaviour. It’s ironic, really. 



 

 

The Revolutionary – the figure of Ruthlessness 

You are one of the leaders of a movement that toppled a king and 

created a republic. You had worked initially as a doctor, but always 

involved yourself in radical political thought. You had an extensive 

laboratory, and researched into physics – but the onset of revolution 

decided you to devote your life to politics. 

You wrote articles and published a newspaper, savagely attacking 

conservative forces. After the revolution, you warned against those 

who would restrain its success – you called for the king to be 

executed rather than just imprisoned, and also for violence against 

those revolutionaries who were more cautious in their views. This led 

you to be tried, for activity against the revolutionary council – but you 

were gloriously acquitted, and your weak-willed enemies were 

toppled from power. 

Your painful and debilitating skin condition led you to stay at home 

and take frequent baths; and it was there that you met with a visitor 

who was to bring you news from a provincial town. And there that 

she stabbed you to death. 

The Assassin – the figure of Restraint 

A progressive and republican thinker from your youth, after the 

revolution you sympathized with the more moderate faction. But they 

were defeated and driven from the capital, with the extremists set 

upon punishing all the moderates that they could find. 

You identified The Revolutionary as one of the key destructive 

influences. He, and his supporters, were steering the republic towards 

tyranny, execution, and massacre; and away from the virtuous 

political examples found in ancient times, which you so admired. You 

decided that he had to be killed. 

You managed to gain entry to The Revolutionary’s bathroom, where 

he worked, by saying that you brought news from your provincial 

city. But then you stabbed him through the heart, with a kitchen knife 

that you’d brought for the purpose. 



 

 

Throughout the larp 

Lives wear crowns 

Deaths carry fans 

Lives talk to each other 

Deaths talk only to their own Life 

Lives basically ignore Deaths 

Life and Death can each request to switch roles 

Act 1 – Hubris 

Lives talk about great thoughts and deeds 

Deaths feed Lives with grapes and wine 

Deaths can make supportive comments 

Deaths fan Lives 

Act 2 – Nemesis 

Deaths fold fans into knives 

Lives talk about enemies, conspiracies, and how they were 

thwarted 

Deaths make cuts, scratches, etc on Lives 

Deaths can remind Lives of things that they’ve suffered 

Lives feel pain but don’t associate it with Deaths 

At the end when the bell tolls, Deaths kill Lives 




